GSA Bill #9
A bill authorizing the collaboration of ASUN GSA with UNK GSA, UNMC GSA, UNL Office of Graduate Studies, and University of Nebraska Graduate College to organize a NU Graduate and Professional Student Showcase and Social.

WHEREAS, graduate and professional students at UNL, UNK, UNMC, and UNO are part of the University of Nebraska Graduate College or respective professional college; and,

WHEREAS, the Graduate Student Assembly Presidents from UNL, UNK, and UNMC have been meeting monthly and found system wide connection among graduate students is severely lacking.

THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED, that the GSA authorizes the President to coordinate with the UNK GSA, UNMC GSA, UNL Office of Graduate Studies, University of Nebraska Graduate College, and other relevant stakeholders; and,

THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED, that the GSA requests financial and planning support from all relevant stakeholders for the NU Graduate and Professional Student Showcase and Social on April 5th; and,

THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY ENACTED, that the GSA allocates up to $1,200.00 from “GSA Committee Sponsored Projects” for food catering and activities in support of the event.
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